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I would like to extend my sincere greetings to all the participants of the ANDB (Asia Network Beyond Design) special poster exhibition and the members of the ANBD (Asia Network Beyond Design) association, who cooperated in making this event a grand success.

The Sapporo Asian Winter Games held on February 2017 is a big sports festival, which has been supported not only by the headquarters staff and athletes, but also by the people of Sapporo.

It is the first attempt to successfully integrate sports culture with art & design, powered by the International network formed under the ANBD society. In fact, this is not the first time to conduct such an event. Even before 2000 years, the Greeks enjoyed many types of entertainment, such as sports, arts, music and theatre in their everyday life.

A Global Sports Festival that unfolds in the world of snow, with priceless art works from around the world on the theme of Flame in Winter. This will be an attempt towards bringing out the joy of leading a healthy lifestyle, not just for the people living in Japan but also for all visitors from around the world, who will be visiting Sapporo.

I sincerely hope that the warm light from this Flame in Winter, will light the path to a prosperous and successful urban planning in the future.

I would like to especially thank, on behalf of the members of ANBD, the artists who have come to join us from around the world, including not only our neighboring Asian countries but also the European region, to honored us with their presence.

The ANBD Special Poster Exhibition has been hosted and organized as a part of the 2017 Sapporo Asian Winter Games. It is not only a great honor to be a part of this global event, but also a great delight to hold this special exhibition within the scenic winter landscape of Sapporo.

ANBD stands for “Asia Network Beyond Design.” Our organization was established in 2007 with the mission to connect artists of different genres of art in the effort to bring together the diverse regional artistic styles of Asia for the expansion of cultural value. ANBD’s first exhibition was held in 2008, and since then, we have hosted 36 exhibitions that introduced more than 12,000 artworks.

Starting today, ANBD will start its preparations to leap onto its next stage for the coming decade. Over the past decade, our organization has focused on promoting communication between different artistic genres. For the next decade, we hope to take on the challenge of creating new value through the integration of the design, art, and culture in Asia and beyond.

Lastly, I express my deep gratitude to the Director of the ANBD Special Poster Exhibition Committee, Professor Harada Akira and the committee members for their great efforts and commitment towards this project.

President, Sapporo City University
Hasumi Takashi

President, Association of Asia Network Beyond Design
Professor, Hansung University
Cho Youl
The 2017 SAPPORO ASIAN WINTER GAMES invites many Sapporo citizens to support and participate in its volunteer activities. It is one of the aims of the event to encourage international and local exchange among the supporters. It is our first attempt to mix sports culture and art culture.

We expect a synergistic effect: people with less interest in art can enjoy sport graphics and those who are not interested in winter sports can actually appreciate sports through art. The effect can enhance the development of both sports and arts, which Sapporo city has promoted. The winter season does not always have a bright image, but we hope that our project will provide an opportunity for discovering a new enjoyment of winter life as well as communicating respectfully with different cultures.

Association of ANBD has been calling graphic representations for abstract themes (such as Asian minds). In this year, it is the first time, we called for poster expression with strong message and strong purpose. We called for poster entries that illustrate the 2017 SAPPORO ASIAN WINTER GAMES using a visual metaphor for the theme “Flame in Winter”. I obviously convinced that the metaphorical expression “Sport is Flame” will produce many new stimuli.

The posters of these 218 works will be released from February 8th 2017 at the Sapporo Citizen’s Gallery. As a result, what kind of expectation will be evoked against the 2017 SAPPORO ASIAN WINTER GAMES? By all means, I would like everyone to experience it in the exhibition hall.

Reviewing a total of 218 pieces on the same theme submitted from Korea, Taiwan, China, and Japan was a great opportunity to be exposed to current design, and was very stimulating. Since the review standards emphasized artistic aspects such as aesthetics and creativity, I approached the review keeping in mind that it was not just a poster design competition for a winter sports tournament held in a northern snowy city. The applicants seemed to understand that point well, and I saw many that seemed to have been inspired by Flame in Winter rather than the straightforward appeal required of posters, and that developed images similar to art. Fire is certainly a constantly transforming and mysterious presence that fascinates us, and computer technology is probably the ideal way to model that image. There were a lot of CG works, and even among the landscapes and the figurative motifs those using computer effects were conspicuous.

It feels poles apart from the era of being shut away in a darkroom testing special effects on photos, cutting and pasting phototypes, and designating colors by small chips. In those days, the work was done with the imagined finish always in mind, and the depth of experience and making environment were greatly reflected in the results. What about now? No sooner have you imagined it than a finished image is displayed on the monitor. That’s all the more reason why wealthy ideas is actually required now more than ever. And although the new technology certainly brings us a new vision, it is also a fact that by amplifying it we lose freshness surprisingly quickly. No matter how much the equipment evolves, it doesn’t change the fact that extracting unique ideas and the research into the knowledge and technology for visualizing them is important. In these excellent works I can definitely find the after effects of that struggle.
Artwork judging review

The judging committee of 2017 Sapporo Special Exhibition has announced that twenty seven award winning artworks. Among them, Yurie Harada of Sapporo and Jihong Jeong of Seoul will be the Grand Prix recipients of the first special event, ANBD. Their achievements are balanced out over various aspects of technique and skill, and presented in a well-rounded. I think, Especially, Yurie has a keen sense of composition and Jihong’s artwork demonstrates sophisticated skill and brilliant imagination.

The other award winning artworks also show great depth and clear ideas. Each work is well presented the characteristics of winter sports festival as well as special energy from static image of Sapporo in winter. I can guess that the notable and experienced judges had the challenging but pleasant task reviewing all of the amazing entries from numerous talented and creative people from various areas.

Furthermore it is encouraging that I could hardly distinguish the differences between students’ works and general artists’ works. The student winners who presented fine and remarkable achievements should be deserved praise and encouragement. The experiences will make them serve as great energy and power winning the competition will be a wonderful boost for their future.

Finally, I wish to express a sincere gratitude to the judges and everyone who participated in the 2016 Sapporo Special Poster Exhibition and to encourage their efforts.

The representative of ANBD, Seoul 
Professor, Hansung University
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Flame in ski

Chih Chiawang
Lunghua University of Science and Technology
jiawangchi0921@gmail.com

Flash of light

An Seyeon
Hansung University
hhho0sy@naver.com
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Tamagawa University
kwmrs4ae@arts.tamagawa.ac.jp

Kawamura Sakurako

Come on design Co., Ltd.
cat@come-on-design.jp

Kawamoto Shinya

Snowman

Flame in Winter

Tamagawa University
kwmrs4ae@arts.tamagawa.ac.jp

Kawamura Sakurako

In the line
SPECIAL AWARD

Flame in winter

Split

Komatsu Futoshi
Koriyama Women's College
komatsu.futoshi@me.com

EXCELLENT AWARD

Flame, Flake, Frost

Flame in winter

Choi Junyeong
Hansung University
cchl3927@naver.com

Chun Jaehyun
Sangmyung University
jay848@hanmail.net
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Fight on ice

Tamagawa University
hayashi30@art.tamagawa.ac.jp

Hayashi Mitsuo
Tamagawa University
hayashi30@art.tamagawa.ac.jp

Flame in winter

Homogeneity

Chung Min
Hoseo University
skyprop@gmail.com

Guo Yunpeng
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
1278480@qq.com

Flame in Winter

Fiery heart

National Yunlin University of Science and Technology
tncelny@gmail.com

Fan Hsiwen
National Yunlin University of Science and Technology
tncelny@gmail.com

EXCELLENT AWARD

EXCELLENT AWARD
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**- Flame in Winter / victory**

**- Rabbits player!!**

**- Look in**

**- The ice flowers**

**EXCELLENT AWARD**

**Jeon Soyoung**
Hansung University
sooj914@gmail.com

**Kubokura Yui**
Tamagawa University
kbky4ae@arts.tamagawa.ac.jp

**Kasai Noriyuki**
Nihon University College of Art
kasai.noriyuki@nihon-u.ac.jp

**Lechwar Stefan**
University of Silesia in Katowice PL
stefan.lechwar@wp.pl

---

**EXCELLENT AWARD**
Liao Yuze
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
419716341@qq.com

Flame in winter, flower in winter
Winter of passion

Luo Shumin
Sichuan Agricultural University
842193825@qq.com

Maekawa Rina
Sapporo City University
1662010@st.scu.ac.jp

Nomura Sou
Studio Wonder
hello@studiowonder.info

Ice courage flower
Cold but warm

Sapporo 2017
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Studio Wonder
hello@studiowonder.info

Nomura Sou
Studio Wonder
hello@studiowonder.info

Liao Yuze
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
419716341@qq.com

Flame in winter, flower in winter
Winter of passion

Luo Shumin
Sichuan Agricultural University
842193825@qq.com

Maekawa Rina
Sapporo City University
1662010@st.scu.ac.jp

Nomura Sou
Studio Wonder
hello@studiowonder.info
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Small movement

Bears will wake up in winter

EXCELLENT AWARD

Oh Jinhee
Hansung University
jhgh1541@naver.com

Setu

Ame-in-winter-10-04-1981-a1

OHSHIKIRI Aya
Hokkaido University of Education
oshikiri.518@gmail.com

Urbanczyk Marcin
University of Silesia
marur@tlen.pl

Sugimoto Tsuki
Osaka Designers' College
tuki.23moon5@gmail.com
Flare in Winter  Art works to compete
**Flame in Winter**

No title

The locus of our flame

Flower in winter

Climb

---

Abe Takuya  
Toppan Printing Co., Ltd.  
abetaku1012@gmail.com

Ahn Sunjung  
Hansung University  
cockzhr2113@naver.com

Adachi Shiori  
Shiori Graphic  
info@adachi-shiori.com

Akai Hayate  
Future University Hakodate  
b1013249@fun.ac.jp
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Burn your soul
Flame in winter

Tamagawa University
aokay5ae@arts.tamagawa.ac.jp

Hansung University
dksgyr122@naver.com

Tokai University
heven720.35@gmail.com

Akatsuka Kazuaki

Evidence

White breath

Hokkaido University of Education
risats2@yahoo.co.jp

Akeshiro Risako

Burn your soul
Flame in winter

Tokai University
heven720.35@gmail.com

Aoki Ayari

Aoki Ayari
Tamagawa University
aokay5ae@arts.tamagawa.ac.jp
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Red composition

High

Flame in winter

Hot winter

winter in flames

Flame in Winter

Bails Andreu
Andreu Balus design
mail@andreubalius.com

Chang Heemok
Hansung University
heemok@hotmail.com

Bang Hyeonung
Hansung University
ung2258@naver.com

Chang Feiman
Ming Chuan University
feimian168@gmail.com

Chang Heemok
Hansung University
heemok@hotmail.com

Ming Chuan University
feiman168@gmail.com

Hansung University
heemok@hotmail.com

Hansung University
ung2258@naver.com

Ming Chuan University
feiman168@gmail.com
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Chen Chingyi
Chung Yuan Christian University
jingyi@cycu.edu.tw

Chen Ponien
Ming Chuan University
cpn1973@yahoo.com.tw

Chen Hsiaofeng
Asia University
kennysss@ms49.hinet.net

Chen Tingyi / Huang Chihlin
National Taichung University of Science and Technology
y361800@gmail.com
Chiou Shunying  
National Taichung University of Science and Technology  
sychiou@nutc.edu.tw  

Cho Youl  
Hansung University  
choyoul@hansung.ac.kr  

Cho Sunmyoung  
Hansung University  
tjsaud0951@naver.com  

Choi Jongah  
Hansung University  
whddk217@naver.com
Choo Kyungim
Sangmyung University
kamichoo@smu.ac.kr

Ding Xinyi
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
1241276236@qq.com

Chou Ijhen
Chungyu Institute of Technology
chou814@gmail.com

Du Jinsi
Sangmyung University
dujinsi@126.com
Flame in Winter

Du Wen
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
583430407@qq.com

Fan Jieqiong
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
304296361@qq.com

You see is not u see

Flame in winter

Fu Mingchuan
National Taiwan University of Art
fu0411@ntua.edu.tw

Fujishiro Norio
Norio Fujishiro Design Office Co., Ltd.
norio-fujishiro@fujishiro-design.jp

The flaming earth
Flame in Winter

G Sai Lakshmi
Hiroshima Kokusai Gakuin University
sai.thriller@gmail.com

Warm in the cold

Move

Gang Chunming
Hansung University
minpg99@126.com

Flame in Winter

Flame like me

Gil Sanghee
Hansung University
tkdgmh0531@naver.com

Passions of the ice

Goto Masanobu
Chiba University
gotoh@faculty.chiba-u.jp
Flame in Winter

Goto Seiji
JAGDA
gonta8181@ce.wakwak.com

Hanawa Daisuke
Hokkaido University of Education
hanawa.daisuke@s.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Ha Seungah
Ewha Women's University
haasa@nate.com

Eleonora Hapsari Gunawarman
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
Helloimeh@126.com

Goto Seiji
JAGDA
gonta8181@ce.wakwak.com

Hanawa Daisuke
Hokkaido University of Education
hanawa.daisuke@s.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Ha Seungah
Ewha Women's University
haasa@nate.com

Eleonora Hapsari Gunawarman
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
Helloimeh@126.com
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Materials of snowy flame
Harada Akira
Hokkaido Ceramic Artists' Association
akharada3@gmail.com

White flame

Hatakeyama Kengo
Hokkaido University of Education
c15359hk@stu.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Fleeting

Hiromoto Rie
Hinemune Design
joydesign@me.com

Hirosawa Haruna
Tokoha University
hir.haru@gmail.com

Fight of the silver

Flame in Winter

Go!
Hong Heejin  
Hansung University  
asd45628@naver.com

Hotate Ayumi  
Tamagawa University  
httay5ae@arts.tamagawa.ac.jp

Horikoshi Mutsumi  
Tamagawa University  
sida.hgme@gmail.com

Hsu Fangcheng  
Lungwhwa University of Science and Technology  
falaleon@gmail.com
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
865112516@qq.com

Cheng Shiu University
jaze934002@gmail.com

Chung Yuan Christian University
wjhuang@cycu.edu.tw

Sangmyung University
fiberart514@hanmail.net

Huang Wei

Flare in winter

Flare in winter

Flare in winter

Forest of snowflake

(Maehwa) Flame that blooms in the winter

Huang Yusheng

Huang Wentsong

Hun Jihye

Hun Jihye
Hur Joonyoung
Hoseo University
joonhur@hoseo.edu

Hwang Hyejeong
Hansung University
dklfms43@naver.com

Flame in winter

Flame

Spark

Static and dynamic

Hwang Daum
Seoul Women's University
duh119@naver.com

Iitsuka Kodai
Future University Hakodate
b1014171@fun.ac.jp
Flame in Winter

Ikeda Hiromi
Nippon Design Center, Inc.
ikeda@ndc.co.jp

In Hyo Yeon
Sangmyung University
97057502@hanmail.net

Ishihara Norito
Designer
norito@kpd.biglobe.ne.jp

Jalin Huang / Wu Kuanying / Ke Weihsuan / Liu Chichieh / Yang Chingyuan
National Yunlin University of Science and Technology
chingyuan2011@gmail.com

Flame in winter

Angled heart

Cool fragments
Weave a flame

Flame in winter

Frozen

The condensed power

Jang Woosee
Seoul Women’s University
dgmm1994@hanmail.net

Jeong Chanhui
Hansung University
jn13777@naver.com

Jeon Jongchan
Hansung University
jcjeon45@hansung.ac.kr

Jeong Jinho
Hansung University
darkdory94@naver.com
Snow drop

Winter flame

Light flame

Untitled 01
Flame of ardor
A flower that blooms in winter

Kang Piljun
Hansung University
vilfwmst1666@naver.com

Kang Sunghae
Sangmyung University
shkang@smu.ac.kr

Kakiyama Mariko
Freelancer
mariko@kakiyama.info

Kang Hyeji
Hansung University
hegee32@gmail.com

Fuwa + yura
Pixel flame
Kim Changsik
San Jose State University, USA
chang.kim@sjsu.edu

Kim Hyelim
Hansung University
1554goazmf@naver.com

Kim Dain
Hansung University
dainee21@hanmail.net

Kim Hyunsoo
Seoul Women’s University
hyunkim82@hotmail.com

Sapporo, the winter star

Burst into flames
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Ice break

Flame on Ice
Kim Jaehong
Chungbuk National University
jkim@cbnu.ac.kr

Kim Jinhun
Hansung University
enjoychoco@naver.com

Blue flame in winter

Flame in Winter

Kim Jeehyun
Hansung University
jeehyun6208@hanmail.net

Kim Junga
Hansung University
bowjddk0@naver.com
Kim Minjin
Hansung University
a0103216610@gmail.com

A winter flame

Kim Seohyun
Hansung University
yuparty2005@naver.com

Flame in Winter

Flame in winter

Kim Nawon
Hansung University
a01033216610@gmail.com

Burst into flame

Kim Seonghyeon
Hansung University
lawlite55@naver.com

Feast of winner
Flame in Winter, 2017 Sapporo AWG

Kipka Tomasz
University of Silesia
tig@wp.pl

Kong Yang
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
124944514@qq.com

Kochan Boris
Kochan & Partner
boris.kochan@kochan.de

Kuo Yuling
National Kaohsiung Normal University
kuo10@yahoo.com.tw
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Kwak Chulan
Sangmyung University
info@chulankwak.com

Bezit polar bear wallclock

Kuo Yuehchih
Shih Chien University
yeats. kuo@usc.edu.tw

Passion

Candle

Kusabiraki Yoshiya
Kusabiraki Design
yk@biraki-d.com
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Kuo Yuehchih
Shih Chien University
yeats. kuo@usc.edu.tw

Passion

Candle

Kusabiraki Yoshiya
Kusabiraki Design
yk@biraki-d.com
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Flame in winter
Lee Junga
Sangmyung University
texjung@naver.com

Lee Saemi
Hansung University
ml82122@naver.com

Lee Miyong
Sangmyung University
texjung@naver.com

Lee Sangbee
Hokkaido University
restart9@hanmail.net
Lee Sangeun
Sangmyung University
lse1213@smu.ac.kr

Lee Yongphill
Namseoul University
yongphill@hanmail.net

Lee Wenhuie
Jinwen University of Science and Technology
g11566851g11566851@yahoo.com.tw

Lee Yunjae
Hansung University
lyj83942@naver.com

Lee Yongphill
Namseoul University
yongphill@hanmail.net

Lee Sangeun
Sangmyung University
lse1213@smu.ac.kr

Lee Yongphill
Namseoul University
yongphill@hanmail.net

Lee Wenhuie
Jinwen University of Science and Technology
g11566851g11566851@yahoo.com.tw

Lee Yunjae
Hansung University
lyj83942@naver.com

Lee Sangeun
Sangmyung University
lse1213@smu.ac.kr

Lee Yongphill
Namseoul University
yongphill@hanmail.net

Lee Wenhuie
Jinwen University of Science and Technology
g11566851g11566851@yahoo.com.tw

Lee Yunjae
Hansung University
lyj83942@naver.com
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Princess elsa smile

Flame in Winter Vase 2017

Passion and soaring
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Li Sungting
National Kaohsiung Normal University Fine Arts
songting@yahoo.com.tw

Li Yunju
Hansung University
yo_on9692@naver.com

Lin Wikuan
Jinwen University of Science and Technology
wikuan@just.edu.tw

Lee Yunju
Hansung University
yoon9692@naver.com

Lin Wikuan
Jinwen University of Science and Technology
wikuan@just.edu.tw

Leme Yossi
Leemel Cohen
leemel@leemel-cohen.co.il

Flame in winter

Intensity

Flame in winter

Intense

Flame in winter

FLAME IN WINTER
2017 Sapporo, Asian Winter Games

Ice flame

Ice flame
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Liu Xiaotong
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
522129061@qq.com

Lin Yujin
Cheng Shiu University
k1012@gcloud.csu.edu.tw

Liu Qiaoyu
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
923346586@qq.com

Liu Yiwen / Lin Chunchu
National Yunlin University of Science and Technology
kevin110736@gmail.com

Liu Yiwen / Lin Chunchu
National Yunlin University of Science and Technology
kevin110736@gmail.com

Flame in Winter
Melting point
Hot winter
Beginner
Flame in winter
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Matsuno Yuri
Hokkaido University of Education
c15354my@stu.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Ma Yuchen
Sangmyung University
mayuchen527@163.com

Min Kyungmin
Sangmyung University
kyungmin1995@gmail.com

Matsukura Taisuke
Hokkaido University of Education
matsukura.taisuke@h.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Live in the forest
No theme
A girl wearing the flame
A passion in winter

Flame in Winter
Flame in Winter
Flame in Winter
Flame in Winter
Flame in Winter

Miyanaka Kurumi
GARLAND Inc.
kurumi.miyanaka@gmail.com

Moon Jovyoun
Hansung University
moonjvh95@naver.com

Nagai Takito
Nagoya University of Arts
inagai@nua.ac.jp

Momose Hiroyuki
Sangmyung University
momonosonata@hotmail.co.jp
Nagamine Rika
Hokkaido University of Education
c15353nr@stu.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Nakajima Taiki
Future University Hakodate
b1013139@fun.ac.jp

Nakamura Mayuko
Office worker
mayuko.nakamura0902@gmail.com

Nakajima Chie
Tamagawa University
nakajima@tamagawa.ac.jp

Nakamura Mayuko
Office worker
mayuko.nakamura0902@gmail.com
Narita Natsumi  
Hokkaido University of Education  
c15356m@stu.hokkyodai.ac.jp  

Flame in Winter  
The alone warrior  

Noh Seungchan  
Hansung University  
msc15@naver.com  

Flame in Winter  

Flaming Hot....  

Nihei Kyosuke  
Sapporo City University  
kyosuke05051212@gmail.com  

Spirits  

Oda Sayuri  
Daiei Package,LTD.  
sayan38@jit2.so-net.ne.jp  

The alone warrior
Olivares Eric  
Eric Olivares Studio / Centro Design School  
eric.olivares.design@gmail.com

Ota Saki  
Hokkaido University of Education  
sugarvani7418@gmail.com

Oshima Naoki  
Takushoku University  
ocean@idism.com

Ota Yuna  
Hokkaido University of Education  
yu2266NN@gmail.com

Flame in Winter

Mata nuy

Dream

RED

Flame of Winter
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**Flame in Winter**

**Park Jongdae**
Hansung University
artist.jd@naver.com

**Park Hyesu**
Ewha Women's University
hyesu1108@naver.com

**Otsuka Mikio**
Sokisha Co., Ltd.
otsuka@sokisha.net

**Palotai Gabor**
Gabor Palotai Design
design@gaborpalotai.com

**The possible flame of Sapporo**

**Investigate thoroughly**

**The poet series 2016-07**

**Explode**
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Sakai Senri
Future University Hakodate
b1015004@fun.ac.jp

Ren Yu
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
574031603@qq.com

Rong Qingli
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
50069544@qq.com

Flare in Winter

Heat source

Bear in flame

Edge of Passion

Sannomiya Yasunori
Future University Hakodate
yasunori@sannomiya03.com
Seo Dongjin
Sangmyung University
sdjin@hanafos.com

Seo Jooyoung
Hansung University
joo0ops@naver.com

Trace of player

Seo Dongkeun
Sangmyung University
seo49@smu.ac.kr

Snow flame

Seo Minjea
Hansung University
bestmg@naver.com

Ice print in flame

Winter1
Shao Yunju  
Jinwen University of Science and Technology  
shao_desmg@hotmail.com

Shin Jihyeon  
Hansung University  
speedshin115@naver.com

Shino Marina  
Tamagawa University  
maaaarinab416w6@gmail.com

Art and sport

Sharpness of warmth

Rise

Kanade
Stieger Roland
TGG Hafen Senn Stieger
roland.stieger@tgg.ch

Suzuki Ayato
LAND, Graphic designer
land-design@sky.plala.or.jp

Tachibana Naoka
Hokkaido University of Education
c15357tn@stu.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Tagli Renato / Oberholzer Sabina
via Cevio Vecchio 19 – 6675 Cevio – Switzerland
soberholzer@swissonline.ch
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Cubic crystal 17-S
Takahashi Hiroaki
Room-composite
takahashi@room-composite.com

Passion will melt the ice.

Flame in winter
Takeda Masanori
Goat Graphics
takeda@goatgraphics.net

Flame in winter
Takahashi Nobumasa
The University of Aizu, Junior College Division
takahashi@jc.u-aizu.ac.jp

Flame in winter
Expanse

Tamura Mariko
Hokkaido University of Education
ca15359m@stu.hokkyodai.ac.jp
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National Taipei University of Business
brucetsai@ntub.edu.tw
Tsai Chengi

Nagoya Institute of Technology
three@nitech.ac.jp
Terada Shozo

Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
372813286@qq.com
Teng Da

Hokkaido University of Education
tmmnnn7@gmail.com
Tamura Nana

One goal one heart
Winter of burning passion
A light

Flame in Winter

One goal one heart
Winter of burning passion
A light

Flame in Winter
Flame in Winter
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Wang Yiyin
National Yunlin University of Science and Technology
wangyiin511@gmail.com

Watanabe Eriko
Tamagawa University
xk8e-wtnb@asahi-net.or.jp

Wang Wei
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts
w-wei1027@163.com

Tsukahara Yu
Tamagawa University
tsukaharau@gmail.com

Figure skating kotatsu stage

The beauty of the winter

Fiery coldness

Snow fairy

Winter beauty

Lenoett

Winter

Kotatsu stage

Winter beauty
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Yashiro Arisa
Tamagawa University
mdl.fs20@gmail.com

Yeo Wonyoung
Hansung University
check34@naver.com

Yamauchi Aki
Future University Hakodate
b1013105@fun.ac.jp

Yang Shiuanruei
Taiwan University of Arts
yangtw5@hotmail.com

Crystal fire
The soul of the snow

Fire works
Silent shout
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Institute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts</td>
<td><a href="mailto:420209160@qq.com">420209160@qq.com</a></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittelpunkt-Zhongdian, Heegermühler Weg, 3156 Berlin</td>
<td>@mittelpunkt-zhongdian.de</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Mittelpunkt-Zhongdian, Heegermühler Weg, 3156 Berlin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2017 SAPPORO ASIAN WINTER GAMES collaboration project**
**ANBD Special Poster Exhibition Participants**

**Fire came from the mountains**

Sapporo winterflame_1
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Chair of Judging Committee

Harada Akira

Chair, Hokkaido Ceramic Artists’ Association
E-mail: aharada@scu.ac.jp


Uehara Ryosuke

Art Director, KIGI Co., Ltd.
Website: www.kigi.com

He worked in drafting at a graphic design company before establishing KIGI in 2012 with Yoshie Watanabe. Some of his main projects include art direction for PASS THE BATON and Theater Products, as well as product development for D-BROS. He has won awards, such as the Tokyo ADC Grand Prix, the 11th Kamekura Yusaku Award, the JAGDA Award, the NYADC Award (USA), and the ONE SHOW DESIGN Gold Medal (USA).

Kudo “WABI” Ryohei

Art Director, Dezain inc.
Website: http://www.tera-d.net

He founded Dezain inc. in 2010. In 1999, he formed the design collaboration “Wabi-Sabi” with Kazushi “Sabi” Nakashii objects d’art, imaging, interior design, and fashion. He has won numerous awards, including the 85th NYADC Silver Award (USA), the 86th NYADC Merit Award (USA), the International Poster Triennale in Toyama 2006 Gold Medal, the Taipei International Poster Festival Bronze Award, a Chaumont Poster Festival award (France)...

Terashima Masayuki

Art Director, Terashima Design Co.
Website: http://www.tara-d.net

He founded Terashima Design Co. in 1992. The Taiwan International Poster Award Gold Medal, the China Graphic Design Awards Commercial Division Best Award, the NYADC Bronze Award (USA), the NY Festival Bronze Award (USA), the Hong Kong International Poster Triennale Festival Bronze Award, the Chaumont Poster Festival 3rd Prize (France), and the Chicago International Poster Biennale Typography Award.

Nishikawa Kiyoshi

PhD in Design and Professor of Emeritus, University of Tsukuba
e-mail: q.nishikawa@gmail.com

Judging Committee

Chen James
Creative Director, Magic Creative Design
Website: www.magic868.com.tw

Tsai Janson
Associate Professor, JINWEN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Ko, Kai-Jen
Assistant Professor, National Taichung University of Education
e-mail address: kook888@yahoo.com
2014: National Taichung University of Education creative design Unit of textbooks The Best Award. 2013: National Taichung University of Education creative design Systematic of Textbook The Best Award. 2008: 3rd Annual Taiwan OTOP (One Town One Product) Tour Planning Award Excellent Awards. 2006: 1st Annual Taiwan OTOP (One Town One Product) Tour Planning Award_“2004: Project of 921 earth quake local industry promotion, Ministry of Culture_ First Prize

Wang Ying Fa
Exclusive Director, Victor Branding Design Corp.
Website http://www.victad.com.tw/
2015 Taiwan International Poster Design Award. 2015 Taiwan Golden Pin Design Award. 2015 Taiwan OTOP Product Design Awards. 2014 Japan Good Design Award. 2014 Asia Successful Design AwardD Most Successful Design Award Winner. 2014 Belgium Pentawards Design Award. 2014 DFA Design For Asia Awards. 2013 Brain Magazine Outstanding design company. 2013 Germany Red Dot Design Award. 2013 Germany IF Design Award

Chung Min
Hoseo University
Website: http://www.skyprop.com/
E-mail: skyprop@123@gmail.com

Seo Dongkeun
Professor, Sangmyung University.
E-mail: seo49@smu.ac.kr
Graduated from: German National Berlin University of the Arts Department of Industrial Design graduate/UDK, Designer. Wuppertal, Germany, National University Department of Industrial Design graduate/Diplom Designer. Kyunghee University's PhD Experience and Award: Basic Design Association International Conference2015/Best Picture award. 2014Basic Design Award. Best Picture Association International Conference

Kim Joon
Professor, Korean National Univ. of Cultural Heritage
e-mail: joon1108@hanmail.net
Graduated from: the Dept. of Sculpture, College of Fine Arts, Seoul National University (B.F.A.) 
Studied in Accademia belle Arti di Milano, Italy. Visiting scholar in Tokyo University of Art 2012 The excellence prize in Korean Society of Basics Art and Desi 2010 The excellence prize in MANIF 2009 The special prize in Korean Society of Basics Art and Design

Yoo Hyunah
Sangmyung University / Dept. of Interdisciplinary Art
e-mail: yha@smu.ac.kr
To take part in Exhibitions For Associations ( Korea & Overseas) vice-chairman of Korea Society of basic Design & Art Member of The Korea Contents Association Member of Asia Network Beyond Design Professor/ Chungjang College of Cultural Industries Company of Info Vision / Advisory commissioner For Technique Internship in Jack Larsen Company. (USA)
Guo Zhenshan
Professor, Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts.
e-MAIL: 624088625@qq.com
Professor Guo has designed the mascots and poster for “the Ninth University Games of the People’s Republic of China” and “the Sixth East Asian Games” which won the first prize and were adopted. His design of the emblem for “the 34th World Gymnastics Championships” won the first prize. And he has won the nomination of the 12th National Excellent Art Works.

Xue Ming
Professor, Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts.
e-MAIL: xueming0000@163.com
<Design and Process> schemed by the “Art Department of State Education Commission” and published his monograph <Road to Design>. Currently he is the member of Design Department of China Packaging Technology Association, the deputy director of Design Committee of Tianjin Packaging Technology Association, and the deputy director of Academic Committee of Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts.

Su Dawei
Associate Professor, Jilin University of Arts
e-mail: 114297317@qq.com
His more than two hundred award-winning works were archived into “Chinese design yearbookQ”, of which he won the gold and bronze awards of binding and illustration categories of 2008 China Design Star Art Award and the bronze award of 2013 China Design Star. His works have been exhibited and published at home and abroad for many times. Now he enjoys the following titles: the standing vice President/general secretary of Jilin Creative Industry Association.

Wu Yibo
Associate Professor, Jilin University of Arts
e-mail: 264115769@qq.com
She was graduated from China Central Academy of Fine Arts and awarded her PhD. The visual design for Jilin Museum of 2010 Shanghai World Expo, the visual design for the 12th PRC Winter Games. And she has been awarded the following: the bronze award of the 2013 China Star Art Prize, the second prize of 2014 Chinese Art Design Competition of Chinese colleges and universities, etc.
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